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1.01 This 8ection describes a voice operatod
device known as a volcas* which is used

to inorease the echo and singing margin in
toll conference connections. The section dis-
ousaea the application of this volcas to 22-
type repeaters of toll conference bridge8. The
oonferenoe bridge lt8elf (with 22-type re-
peater8) and a8sooiated apparatu8 i8 described
in Section332-430-100.

1.02 The principal ohanges in this section
fromtheprevious issueare inthedeecrip-

tion of the detector and relay circuits of the
volcae which have been ohanged.

1.04 The volcas device is essentially a voice
operated switching circuit which removes

loss from the side of the repeater over which
the useful transmission is passing (known as:~:~j
the go path) Bnd inserts a larger loss in the ;ij~[is<z.,,a
other side at the same time to maintain :he&#i$
desired singing margin and to obtain satisfac-~’~.:’<:
tory echo conditions.

1.05 It is necessary to increase the echo and
singing margin for some of the liniting

conditions in conference connections so that
sufficiently low net losses may be obtained
between the subscrikars. Otherwise when a
number of subscribers are connected and par-
ticularly when more than one conference bridge
is involved in a connection the net losses
which could be obtained without volcases would
be unsatisfactory. It is the practice to use
a volcas leg of one bridge and a nonvolcas leg
of another when connecting two bridges in the
same offioe. When in different offices volcas
legs in both bridges are employed. Volcas
legs are also used if it is necessary to em-
ploy single switched connections to reach dis-
tant toll centers. Connections involving more
than two links from the bridge toadistanttoll
center are not generally suitable.

2. GBNIWU DESCRIPTION

.2.01 Fig. 1 shows a 8implified schematic of a
volcas applied to a 22-type repeater.

The volcas consists essentially of two ampli-
fier-deteotors operating a chain of two relay8
each. Referring to the west-to-east anpli-
fier-detector, its input is comected through
resistances WA and WE to the bridge points of
the west output transformer of the repeater.
Its output is connected to a polarized relay
chain composed of quick operating master relay
MW and a slow releasing “hangover” relay W.
The east-to-west side of the volcas is con-
nected Into the circuit in the same way as the
west-to-east side. Several batteries are
shown in Fig. 1 in order to avoid complicating
the diagram. In the aotual device all battery
functions shown are performed by a common 130-
volt plate battery.

1.03 Each voloas device 18 applied to a 22- 2.02 In the idle condition of the volcas all
type repeater which In turn i8 used in relays are released. Resistance ES i8

one of the legs of the oonferance bridge. connected acroas the west monitoring winding
Where vO10a8 equ@nwnt8 are inetalled h a through the back contact8 of relay RE and re-
aonferenee brldze It ~e enected that 88 a 8i8tanoe US across the east monitoring winding
rule

*

three of th; leg8 will b~ so equipped.

Taken from the first letter8 of ‘Voioe
Operated Loss Control and Suppressor.”

through the baok contaots o? relay-HW. I;
this way a loss i8 inserted at the output of
eaoh aide of the repeater. This 108s 5.mprove8
the ainghg Bmrgin and i8 placed so that tt
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Fig. 1 - Toll Conference Arrangements - Simplified Schematic Diagram of Volcas Applied
to 22-Type Repeater -

does not decrease the sensitivity of the vol-
cas to incoming speech waves. During the idle
oondition there is no current flowing in the
operating windings of the four relays MU, H%J,
ME andHE. Current flows in the biasing wind-
ings of the relays however, in the proper di-
rection to held the armature of each relay
firmly against its associated back contact.
Referring to the west-to-east chain, the master
relay MW is biased against operation by cur-
rent flowing from battery through the lower or
biasing winding of MM and resistance WT. This
current acts to move the armature away from
the pole face, as indicated by the direction
of the small arrowhead adjacent to the biasing
winding of relay MU. (Similarly, currents
flowing in any of the relay windings will
move, or tend to move, the armature in the di-
rection indicated by the associated arrow-
head.) While the armature of relay MW is
against its back oontact it will be seen that
the ground on the armature completes an elec-
trical path for curramt from battery, through
resistances WB and ~ and the right-hand windi-
ng of relay HW to ground. This current, as
indicated by the arrowhead, biases relay RW
against operation. In the same way, relays ~
and HE, of the east-to-west side of the voloas,
are biased against operation while in the idle
condition. Resistances MA, ifB,Mc, WDandthe
right-hand or biasing winding of relay HW form
the arms of a Whetstone bridge. When relay
W is released ourrmt flows through resist-
ances WB and WD and the biasing winding of re-
lay EW. Current also flows in the path whioh
includes resistances WA and WC. The resist-
ance ofWAis the same as that OfWB whileWC

equals WD. Since the rW3idS.XICO of the r61ay
biasing winding in series with resistances WE
and WD is quite small relative to that of WB
plus WD, the bridge circuit is, for all prac-
tical purposes, bal~oed and Were is no ap-
preciable potential difference beiwe~ *
junction ofresistences WA andWC and t~t of
WB and WD. Consequently,no current will flow
in the middle winding of relay HW, co~ect~
to these points. Neither will ourrent flow
through the left-hand winding of relay w,
sinoe its path is interrupted at the front
contact of relay ?%f. It should be noted that
condenser ME is conneoted across the last men-
tioned battery and is, therefore, fully
charged.

2.05 A direct connection is shown between the
back contact of relay W and the east-

to-west amplifier-detector. The cathode of
the east-to-west detector tube is grOUndd

through this confection and the deteotor cu
function normally as long as relay I’Mrati
on its back contact.

2.04 In order to understand the actions wh.ioh
oocur when one side of the volcas oper-

ates, it may first be assumed that speeoh
waves from a conferee are passing thro@ the
repeater from west to east. A part of these
waves will be amplified end deteoted by the
we8t-to-east ampltfier-deteotor. The result-
ing rectified detector output ourrent fhwa
through the upper winding of relayPM, exert-
ing a foroe on the armature in the direotion
to operate the relay. This curremt also fl=
through the biasing winding ofrolay MB la

.
.

-

.
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aueh a direction as to add to the normal bias-
ing current, exerting additional forue on the
armature in the direation to prevent operation
of the relay. The east-to-west voloas side is
thereby partially disabled and protected from
operation by echoes of the speech wawes trm8-
mitted across the east output transformer.

Z.05 When the armature of relay MU leaves ita
back contact, the biasing circuit of re-

lay HW is broken. At the same time the Wheat-
atone bridge circuit formed by resistances WA,
~B# WC andMD is unbalanced, causing an oper-
ating current to flow in the middle winding of
relay HW. Ground on the east-to-west detector
cathode is replaced by approximately +70 volts
which still further disablea this aide of the
volcas, principally by making the control grid
effectively 70 volts more negative relative to
the cathode. When the armature of relay MW
reaches the front contact of MW, condenser WE
is discharged, and an additional operating
current flows in the left-hand winding of re-
lay HW. It should be noted here that the op-
eration of relay EW begins as soon as the arm-
ature of relay IIWleaves the back contact,thus
producing the fastest possible full operation
of the west-to-east side.

2.06 The operation of relay HW first removes
the loss in the west-to-east transmis-

sion path, termed the transmitting switched
loss, by breaking the circuit through resist-
ance US. It then inserts loss In the east-to-
west transmission or echo path, known as the
receiving switched loss, by short circuiting
the connection between resistances EA and EB
and the east-to-west amplifier-detector input.
‘fhiseffectively bridgea resistances EAandEB,
in series, across the east-to-west transmis-
sion, or echo, path. At the same time, the
eaat-to-west amplifier-detector is completely
disabled by the short circuit across its in-
put, so that it cannot be falsaly operated by
echoes.

2.07 When the conferee, whose speech waves
are assumed to be passing through the

repeater from west to east, stops talking,

WcwOw

T
WLCAS
INPUT .

Owm

RCLi? W
SUPRCONVACTS

relay M wL1l release as soon as the amplitude
of the speeoh wawea falla below the value re-
quiredto hold it operated. Re:~a:edo:;~;
releaae Immediately, however,
slow-releasing or hangover acticn provided by
reslatanoe WN and condenser WE. As aeon aa
the armature of relay MM leaves the front oon-
tact it, of oourse, interrupts the d-a path
thrcugh the left-hand winding of relay HW. At
the same time, however, the short oircult of
condenser WE is removed, so that a oharging
current flcws from battery, through the relay
winding and resistance WN, until condenser EW
ia fully charged. This wrrent holds relayHW
operated for a cmsiderable number of milli-
seconds after the vcice waves from the west
have ceased. This slow-release ia necessary
to permit the last of the echoes to return
from the most distant unbalance before the
short circuit ia ramoved from the echo path.
Condenser WE is made adjustable so that the
release time can be changed, if desired.

2.08 The operation of the east-to-west side
of the volcas is substantially identical

with that of the west-to-east side, desoribed
in the preceding paragraphs.

● CIRCUITS AND EQUIPMENT

AmDlifier-Detector

3.01 The principal circuit features are shown
in asimplified schematic diagram, Fi&2.

Since the two sides are practically identioal,
only the west-to-east side is described.

3.02 In ut
*

- The amplifier-detector has a

g -impedance input consisting of se-
ries resistances WA, UB, WC and WD andthepri-
mary of the W IN input transformer, whose mid-
point is grounded. The wiring to resistance
WA andWB can be varied to provide five dif-
ferent effective values of resistance and,
therefore, five different values of receiving
switched loss, aa explained in Part 4. The
resistance WC and WD assist in building out
the Input impedance, thereby reducing tlm
bridging loss.

Fig. 2 - Sohematio Diagram of

+~PL{-&. -4vhL) -
. .

&:$

+r&IwJ

Ampllfier-Deteotor -Uest-to-Bast Side
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3“0’mdRlne:ecEd2k%Pb3nE
control grid of the amplifier tube and,through
resistance, WE, WF, WG and WH, to the cathode
of’this tube. With the grounded return path
for the cathode located as shown, the flow of
space current through resistances WE, WF, WG
and WH provides the negative bias for the con-
trol grid. These resistances also introduce
negative feedback into the amplifier circuit.
When the by-pass condenser WB is connected
across all four resistances the negative feed-
back is a minimum and the gain of the amplifier
is a maximum. Larger amounts of negative
feedback, obtained by includj.ngfewer resist-
ances between the condenser terminals, provide
amplifier gain (sensitivity) control in small
steps. The voltage cnm:e across the WE re-
sistance, when the heater current is varied
within specified limits, is used ns a measure
of cathode activity. For this test, the test-
ing meter connections are made at the FIL ACT
TST jack Terminals 2 and 3. The amplifier
tube is a suppressor-grid pentode. Its plate
is connected to the W INT interstage trans-
former primary, which is shunted by acondenser
WC and resistance WO. Condenser WC is used
to “tune” the interstage transformer so that
the amplifier-detector will have maximum sen.
sitivity at about 1200 cycles.

3.G!+ Detector - The secondary winding of the
~i~ge transformer is connected to

the control grid of the detector tube and,
through resistances WK and WL, to.the heater
(filament) circuit. The secondary winding is
tapped to provtde two large step adjustments
of sensitivity. Resistances WX and WL form a

simple potentiometer by means of which a por-
tion of the heater circuit (filament battery)
voltage is utilized for biasing the detector
control grid negatively. The detector tube is
of the same type as the amplifier tube. The

detector plate and screen grid are both con-
nected to the operate winding of the west-ta-
east master relay.

!ELw
3.05 The west-to-east and east-to-west relay

circuits are shown in simplified sche-
matic form in Fig. 1. These circuits are de-
scribed in Part 2.

3.06 Battery Supply and Heater Circuits - The
circuits for supplying battery to the

volcas are shown in si~pl~fi~d schematic form
in Fig. 3. The 10-volt heaters of the east-
to-west amplifier Tube 1 and detector Tube ED
are connected in series, as are the heaters of
the west-to-east amplifier Tub6 2 and detector
Tube WD. These two heater groups are arranged
in parallel and operated from the ~-volt fil-
ament battery. Series resistances X, Y, and Z
are strapped to obtain the proper heater cur-
rent. The heater current may be measured, or
turned on and off, at the heater circuit FIL
jack.

3.07 Grid Circuits - The manner in which the
various grid biases are obtained is

shown in Fig. 3. The amplifier control grid
CG is biased negatively with respect to the
cathode C by means of the space current IR
drop across resistances E, F, G and H. The
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Fig. 3 - Schematio Diagram of Volcas Battery Supply
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amplifier screen grid SC is connected through
~esistance J to positive plate battery. In
all tubes the suppressor grid SP is connected
directly to tie cathode. The detector control
grid CG is biased negatively with re8pect to
the cathode C. For this purpose a simple po-
tentiometer composed of resistance K and L is
bridged across a portion of the heater circuit
and the junction of these resistancescm’mected
(through the interstage tr=sf ormer secon-
dary winding) to the detector control grid CG.
The detector screen grid SC is connected di-
rectly to the plate P and acts asan additional
plate area.

3.o8 Plate Circuits - The amplifier plate Pis
connected hrough the interstate trans-

former primary winding) to positive plate bat-
tery. The detector plate P is connected
through the operate wlndlng of its associated
master relay and the biasing winding of the
opposite-sidemaster relay, to positive Plate
battery. In the idle condition of the volcas,
the master relay is biased electrically by
current flowing from the plate battery through
the biasing winding and the T resistance, to
ground. The E TST and W TST jacks in the de-
tector plate circuits are used for testi%
purposes, as described in P=agraph 3.12.

Monitoring, Patching and Testing &r angements

3.09 The monitoring, patching and testing ar-
ranganents are shown in a simplified ap-

plloation schematic diagram, Fig. h.

3.10 Monitoring and Talkin - Since the re-
peater monitoring WI ngs must be kept

separated in a volcas-equipped repeater, a
pair of repeating coils (MON CCT) is required
to obtain the usual tip-ring-sleeve MON jaok
appearance. The monitoring wixidingsare con-
nected to t~e monitoring circuit coils by
patohing the HO DROP jaoks to the DROP ~N
jaoks and the HO LINE jaoks to the LINE MON
jaoks, after which the telephone set may be
patched to the MON jaoks and used in the regu-
lar manner.

3.11 Patchi
*

- A volcas equipped repeater Is
as a unit. No jaok facilities

are provided whioh permit the substitution of
a spare for the regular volcas on a patching
oord besis.

3.12 Testi
d

- For testing purposes, a dumqr
the E TST or the W TST jaok

transfers the oorrespondlng detector plate
oircuit to the PLT C jack, where the plate
ourrent may be measured on a portable meter
eet; or, where available, to the meter panel
of the eoho suppressor testing circuit. A
dunuayplug in the TR jaok operates the TR re-
lay and transfers the operate contacts of the
HE and HW relays to the OPR lamp oirouit,
either at the voloas bay or on the eoho sup-
pressor testing panel, for obtaining a visual
Indication of voloaa operation.

1SS 2, SECTION

Equipment Features

3,13 The two amplifier-detectors
ated relay chains com rising

are rassembled on a 10-1 2 inch

332-432-100

and associ-
the volcae

(6 mounti~
plate spaces) steel panel”. The apparatus i;
mounted on the front of the panel with the
panel wiring in the rear. No covers are re-
quired. The panel assembly of the volcas is
shown on Drawing ED-6b366-01~ not at~ched.

3.14 Drawing ED-64624-01, not attached,shows a
typicalbay unit containingsix repeatersand

as many as four volcasesor threevolcasesand a
telephoneset panel,as well as the jackfacilities
describedin Part 3 and the necessary interbayand
testingtrunk jacks.

3.15 Although it is expected that only three
volcases will ordinarily be installed in

any one bridge, in a few cases four may be
used and it may be that there will even be
some installations in which each conference
leg will be voloas equipped. Where more than
four volcases per bridge are involved it will
be necessary to arrange the equipment on a
special job basis.

3.16 The bay containing the 22-type repeaters
and tie voloas Is a complete unit and

contains all the jacks and testing arrange-
ments neoessary for the volcas.

4. TMNSMISSION FIMIVRES

Sensitivities

4.01 At a frequency of about 1200 oyoles the
volcas has a maximum sensitivity of ap-

proximately 62.5 db. This means that when the
volcas is bridged aoross a 600-ohm oircuit.
with the negative feedback set to the minimum.
amount end the interstate transformer on ita
top step, it requires 62.5 db below 1 milll-
watt of power at the voloae Input to just op-
erate the volcas relays. At 500 oycles, the
maximum sensitiviQ is about 15.0 db less than
this value and at 2000 cycles it is about 9.5
db less.

h.02 Sensitivity adjustments oan be made over

a range of approximately 20 db in 2 db
steps. This is accomplished by means of twc
taps on the interstate transformer seoondary
which permit sensititi~ reductions of 6 db
and 12 db below the top value, supplementedby
adjustment of the amplifier negative feedbaok
in steps of 2 db over a total range of approx-
imately 8 db.

4.03 When in uee thevolcas is conneote~ to
the output transfornler bridge polnt~ of

a 22-type repeater. The sensitivity refer~ed
to the repeater input, termed the operat$ng
saueitivity is approximately 8.5 db less than
that of the bare volcaa when bridged aoroed a
600-ohm mejasurhg oircuit.

Page 5
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Switching Losses

&.& It is the function Of ea;~ ;~d;veofl~
volcas, in operating,

fron the talker’s voice path and insert loss
in the talkerts echo path of the circuit. The
first loss, terned the transmitting switched

loss, depends upon the value of the Sresist-
ance shurted across the monitoring winding
associated with the talker~s voice path. This

resistsmce ordinarily is set at 40 ohms to ob-
tain a transmitting switched loss of 3 db. The
following table gives the approximate rela-
tionship-between the awailable values of re-
sistance and the resulting transmitting
switched loss (rSL):

S Resistance TSL

Value in Ohm in db

o 7.8
10

i:?
& 3.G
Open 0.0

The second loss, which is termed the receiving

switched loss, is determined by the value of
the A + B resistance shunt across the opposite
side repeater bridge points. These resistances
ordinarily are-set to their maximum value of
62.5 ohms? whioh produces an RSL of 11 db. The
values of resistance and approximate receiving
switched loss (RSL) which can be obtained by
strapping the A and B resistances, are given
in the following table:

A + B Resistance RSL
in Ohms in db

35
1;.4 20
27.2 17

35*3 ~
62.5

The effective receiving switched loss is less
than that indicated in the preceding table by
the amount of the bridging loss (Paragraph
4.05), since operation of the HE or HW relay
automatically removes the bridging loss while
applying the receiving switched 10SS.

Bridging Loss

4.05 Uhen the volcas input is connected to
the repeater, it introduces a small

bridging loss into the transmission path. The

bridging loss varies from 0.3 to 1.1 db, over
the frequency rmge from 250 to 2750 cycles.
This loss is included in the repeater gain as
me~ured.

Op&ate and Release Times

I!+.06 Thevolcas relays will operate in less
than 11 milliseconds for inputs which

produce 5 roils of master relay operate cur-
rent. The release time is a function of the
effect~ve capacitance of the condensers E, R
and G. l%e following table gives the approxi-
mate relationship between these quantities,
for the more important range of release times:

Condensers Avg. Capacitance Release Time
Used in Mf. in Milliseconds

EorF ;.f: 66
E,G

?
83

E,F 8:6b 132
E,F,G 9.77 150

Operation on Noise

4.07 In general, the volcas will just fail to
operate when the noise at its input is

equal to 80 db minus the sensitivity of the
volcas. Ordinarily, in determining the prob-
able margin against noise operation, the noise
would be measured at, or referred to,
put to the volcas-equipped repeater.
case, the “operating” sensitivity of
cas would be used.

the in-
In this

the vol-
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